


Founded in 1961, MASA is a COMPREHENSIVE 
manufacturer for pipes and accessories for water, gas 
and telecommunications conduits. We are Spanish 
leaders in polyethylene product manufacturing and we 
boast the support of the Aliaxis Multinational Group, 

requirements of each of our clients with absolute 

Leaders in 
quality and innovation

Objective: 
Be your trusted supplier in high-

durability and top-quality pipes and 
fittings for telecommunications, water 

and gas conduits.

We are a Spanish 
company 
specializing in 
polyethylene

Differentiating values

MASA adds value to 
your company and 
boosts its ROI

Quality in all management and 
manufacturing processes

customers’ experiences. We are strongly 

Our company is based on a set of business 

Continuous research into new solutions

Global presence through 
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We encourage 
R&D to ensure 

exceptional 
quality product

Reception and control of 
raw materials Handling

Value
chain

Production and labeling Packaging and logistics

extrusion lines, our laboratory and our own PE accessory 

equipped with the latest technologies. We focus on 

lines, paying great attention to the detection of the most 

clients and users.

Efficient Production 
Process 
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As the absolute Spanish leader in PE manufacturing, we offer
a wide range of products of up to 1,000 mm in diameter and
pressures ranging between 4 and 25 atm.

Some of our innovations include disinfectant-resistant pipes
(Excel Plus and PE100 RD), the Push Fast coupling system that
simplifies and streamlines installation processes, the PE100 RC,
which raw material confers to the pipe a superior mechanical
features giving a higher resistance to scratches and to rapid
crack propagation what makes it an ideal solution for no trench
installations or lays without sand bed, and specific custom pieces
which ensure better flexibility in the overall conduit solution.

Multilayer Pipe PE-PVDF Excel-Plus®

PE FLEXIPOL pipes

PE GASYPOL pipes

Products:

Extensive capabilities: 
20,000 tons per year 
in PE products



We trust on the absolute quality brands such as FRIATEC,
leader in high security electrofusion fittings FRIALEN®,
VIKING JOHNSON with a comprehensive range of metallic
couplings and flange adaptors for PE or other kind pipes,
and Fucoli Somepal a reference manufacturer in the cast
iron valves and fittings.

Electrofusion fittings

Spigot fittings

Metallic couplings, flange adaptors 
and dismantling joints

Cast iron valves and fittings

Flanges, PE Wall Ducts and Gaskets

Bought in
fittings
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MASA (Material de Aireación, S.A.)

Polígono Industrial Zudibiarte, s/n
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Fax: 96 151 02 41


